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AbstractThis paper proposes the theoretical design of 
al buck-boost converter with an enhanced negative output voltage than conventional converters. It is bencficial for applications that require a wide range of conversion ratio. The steady state, as well as power loss 
analyses of the proposed converter operating in 
continuous conduction mode, are examincd. Comparison with typical negative output converters like the buck- boost converter, self-list Luo converter and hybrid buck- boost converter are also presented to emphasize the 
proposal. The design is simulated and tested by using Matlab/Simulink software and found that the results 

advantages over soft switching converters. This 
includes high efficiency, constant frequency operation,high conversion ratios for both step-up and step-down applications and relatively robust control. However, in 
these converters, tum-on and urn-o losses occur in 
semiconductor switching devices due to PWM voltage and current wavetfoms. Thus, practical operatingfrequencies in such PWM converters are limited to a 
megahertz range. 

consistently showed sensible conformity with the 
analysis.

Keywords- Dc-dc power converters, conversion ratio, negative output, steady state 
Buck-boost and Cuk converiers are the most 

commonly used negative output de-dc converters. They both can provide a higher or lower output voltage than the input voltage and they have the same conversion ratios (-D/(1-D), where D is the duty cycle) as well. Therefore, theoretically, when the value of duty ratio is closer to O or 1, they should provide an extremely high step-up or step-down voltage. However, due to the limitations of power switches and diodes (4]. it is not feasible in practice. Also, there are converters which uses transformers such as ilyback converters, available tor the generation ot negative output voltage. But since the transtormer causes overshoot of voltage at the power switches and EMI (Electromagnetie Interference) problems, it leads to a bulkier device with decreased elticiency. 

XVi. INTRODUCTION 

During the past few decades, dc-dc converters have 
been beneficial for a wide range of industrial 
applications such as railway and transportation systems, factory automation systems, renewable power generation systcms |I), information displays etc. As 
technological advancement is increasing rapidly over 
the years, dc-dc converters, especially negative output Converters, play a vilal role even in sophisticated applications like hybrid cars |2), snall to medium-sized 
OLED displays, advanced data acquisition systems etc. These converters are so extensively used in industriesSincc thcy providc a rugged solution to harsh environmental conditions. They are mostly compact and can be operated safely at temperalures ranging from-40C to 85°C with elliciencies clocking up to around 90%. 

Dc-dc converters, also known as de choppers, are 
power clectronic converters wlhich converts fixed dc input voltage to a controllable dc output voltage. It actually regulates the output dc voltage against variations in linc and load. Dc-dc converters can be 

Over the past few years, numeruus negat1ve ouput dc-dc converters have been proposed to mnitigate these problems and to efliciently generate negative output voltage such as KY buck, boost, buck-boost converters, self-litt Luo converter, super-litB converter, voltage-litt type conveiters [S1-{9) etc. However, each of them have their limitations. In devices using voltage lit technique, such as the selt-lit Lug, super-litt apd 
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Abstract- this project deals with the design, analysis, simulation, and development of Highly Efficient Boost DC -DC Converter using Z Source Network. The boost capabilities of the traditional Z-source networks are limited; the proposed converters are composed of combined traditional Z-Source networks in different ways to enhance the boost abilities of the traditional Z-source networks. The proposed converter are satisfy the traditional benefits of Z-source networks with stronger voltage boost abilities which can also be applied to dc- ac, ac-ac, and ac-dc power conversions.. A comparison of the proposed topology has been done in MATLAB/Simulink 

Therefore, this paper applies the Z-source networks to dc-dc converters with their boost abilities, and proposes a family o? hybrid Z-source boost dc-dc converters, which are obtained by combining the traditional Z-source/quasi-Z-source networks in different ways[1].The Z-Source inverter(ZSI) has been introduced in order to overcome the limitations of traditional converter.The ZSI has unique buck-boost capability which ideally gives an output voltage range from zero to infinity regardless of the input voltage. The additional functionality of ZSI over the traditional inverter can be stated not only in terms of boost for DC to AC power conversion but a short circuit across any phase leg is allowed & dead band is not required[l1]. The second order filter is provided which is more efticient in suppressing output voltage ripples. The inrush current and harmonics can be reduced. 

environment. 

Keywords-DC-DC Converters; Z Source; Inverter; ; Voltage Boosting.

I. INTRODUCTION

System involving power converters are being often used in applications like alternative energy sources and hybrid electric vehicle (HEV). Major objective for power electronics designers are efficiency, low cost & reliability. In a PV power system, the output voltages of the PV panels are usually low and vary widely under the influences of climate and environment, therefore, a step-up stage is required .An Z- source inverter can perform buck-boost functions, as compared to the traditional voltage-source inverter. An additional shoot-through zero state is added to the switching states in order to boost the voltage. The design of the step-up dc-dc converters is very important to the PV power systems[2]. The unregulated low dc voltage of PV panels, which cannot be provided for inverters, must be boosted and regulated through the high-gain converters[1]. Then, the step-up converters output regulated high dc voltage to the grid- connected inverters. The application of Z-source networks in dc-de power conversion is fastest growing area for rescarch. 

In this paper, operating principle of Z-source dc-dc Converter is explained, at present, the studies on Z-source networks mainly focus on the field of dc-ac power conversion, while the application of Z-source networks in de-dc power conversion is essentially required. Therefore, this paper applies the Z-souree networks to de-de converters with their boost abilities, and proposes highly efticient Z-source boost dc-dc converters[10- 13]. 

The proposed converter is very suited for PV power systems, where the dc-de converter with high step-up ability is required. 
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The configurations of the proposed converters are described in detail in Section I. The operating principles and parameters design are presented in Sections Ill and IV. Section V compares the proposed impedance-source networks with other Z-source impedance networks. Finally, the simulation results 
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Abstract- The project deals with the design and simulation of 
single stage solar PV fed Induction Motor driven water 
pump.In this maximum power is attained with MPPT 
method.It mainly aimed for hilly areas where electrical power 
is unable to attain with transmission lines.PI Controller is 
employed for the speed control. Pertub & Observe MPPT 
method is employed.PWM method is used for switching 
Inverter. 

and noice free operation. The solar PV array directly converts 
the solar energy from the Sun into dc electric power. The 
generated dc power from the PV array is conditioned or 
transformed into the required form using Power Conditioning 
Unit (PCU). The PCU can be any inverter or converter circuit 
depending on the application of the PV system. 

Induction motors are ued in most of the applications

due to it's reliability ,low cost and robustness. However, 
induction motors do not inherently have the capability of 
variable speed operation. Due to this reason, DC motors found 
applications in the electrical drives. But the recent 
developments in speed control methods of the induction motor 
have led to their large scale use in almost all electrical drives.
Induction motors are a constant speed machines which 
account for 90% of the electrical drives used in Industry. 
Induction motors are usually constructed to work with a small 
value of slip, normally less than 5% at full load. 

Keywords-MPPT; VSI; PWM; PI Contoller 

INTRODUCTION 

of the basic infrastructure for Energy is one 
economic development of a country. Due to modernisation of 
society the need for electrical energy rises to a sharp extent 
To meet the demand the excessive use of fossil fuels led to 

e 

harness altermative energy resources. The use of non- 
conventional or renewable energy sources such as wind ,solar 
etc are some alternative solution for this demand. From the 

II PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION OF PROPOSED 

SYSTEM 
above sources solar energy is the major source of energy.It's 
potential is 20,000times the world's demand. Utilization of 
solar energy is great importance to country like India as the 
sunlight is abundant for major part of year. The major part of 
application of solar energy is for heating water, used in solar 

cookers, solar furnaces and solar photovoltaic cells. 

The proposed Induction motor-water pumping based on a 
single stage solar PV energy conversion system. The solar PV 
array is directly connected to a inverter which feeds the 
Induction motor-pump. A DC link capacitor is connected to 
next to PV to transfer power from PV aray to the Induction 
motor-pump. An Petrub & Observe MPPT technique is 
adopted for optimum utilization of solar PV aray. This 
technique uses PV voltage and current as the signals to 
generate an optimum duty ratio, corresponding to the 
maximunm power of solar PV aray. 

Panel 

C eairilguul uiap 

P, P 
I1. SYSTEM DESIGN AND SPECIFICATIONS 

Figure 1.Block diagram of PV fed Induction Motor 

Here solar photovoltaic cells are used for the conversion of 
solar energy directly into electicity for water pumping in rural 
agriculture purpose.The benefits of solar system are it absorbs 
the everlasting energy from sun with free of cost,ecofriendly 

An appropriate design and specifications of Induction 
motor-pump and solar PV array play a significant role in 
the desired operation of a water pump. A 4-pole, 1500 
rpm, Shp Induction motor is chosen to drive the water 
pump. The detailed specifications of Induction motor are 
shown in Table I. The PV array, DC link capacitor and 
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Active Clamp Circuit. It also aids in ZCS of diodes. A resonant inductor is usually added to active clamp circuit to achieve soft switching. 
Abstract This paper proposes a nyback converter with high elficiency compared to conventdonal nyback converter. The primary stage ls similar to that of an Asymmetrie lybrld Converter. Secondury side consists of an actlve clamp cireult. The LC components in primary and secondary slde resonate,aiding in ZVS and ZCS of switeches and diodes. Simulation works are done in MATLABSIMULINK. 

The asymmetrical Half Bridge Converter has primary stage that resembles a lyback converter and secondary stage similar to that ofa Half bridge converter. They use an 
inductor in primary circuit to achieve ZVS of main switch. The main disadvantage of this converter is the voltage ringing problem due to the resonance between inductors and 
parasite diodes. Also the inductance value must be high to 
achieve ZVS.[7-9] 

Keywords. De-dc power converters, Resonanee,ZVS,ZCS 
INTRODUCTION 

In Dc Dc converters with isolation a transformer is provided in between to isolate the input and output stages. The electrical isolation is an additional feature and is mainly useful in cases where the input voltage level (Vin) uand output voltage level (Vo) differs significantly i.e. high or low values of VVn. The DC to DC converters with isolation is again divided into two types based on polarity of transformer core excitation 

The dual resonant converter achieves ZVS turn on of 
switches by using magnetizing inductance L in the 
primary. The primary stage consist of an active camp structure and the secondary circuit consist of a leakage inductance to achieve ZCS of diodes. But the main 
disadvantage is the high voltage stress and current stress 
across the switches and diodes.{10-12]

The proposed de - dc topology make use of a blocking capacitor Ca in the primary and a resonant inductor witha 
voltage clamping circuit at the secondary ZVS and ZCS of 
switches and diodes are respectively realized. The circuit 
topology operating principles, Design and Stimulation
results are explained in following sections.

Unidirectional core excitation, core is excited with forward currents of only one direction. In these DC to DC converters the isolation transformer core is operated in only the positive part of B-H curve. 

PROPOSED TOPOLOGY Bidirectional core excitation, core is excited with 
currents in either direction. In these DC to DC converiers
the isolation transformer core is operated alternatively in 
positive and ne 
commonly used DC to DC converters with isolation are Cuk 
converter (can be used in nonisoluted mode also ),Fly back 
converter, Forward converter, Full bridge converter, Half 
bridge converter, Push-pull converter etc. 

This paper proposes an efficient ZVS and ZCS lyback topology. Its primary is same as that of an Asymmetric Half 
Bridge Converter and secondary is provided with active clamp circuit and a resonating inductor. The magnetisinginductance Lm , resonates with the blocking capacitors CB aiding ZVS of switches. Secondary side is provided with a 
resonance inductor and clamping circuit so that diode 
current lpi and lyr tlows as L, resonates with the capacitors resulting in ZCS of diodes. Clamping circuit provided in the 
secondary clamps the reverse recovery voltage across the diodes to the output. 

portions of B-H curve. Some of the 

Flyback converters are simple compured to other 
topologies used in low power application. High voluge and 
current stress across the switches is one of the drawbucks of 
these converters, In order to overcome the drawbacks many 
topologies with several soft switching techniques are 

developed {1-8] 
There are primary side and secondary side regenerating 

nyback converters. The main drawbacks of these converters 
are switching losses and reverse recovery voltages across 
the diodes. 

A. Circuit Diagram 

The proposed converter consist of blocking capacitor Ca main switch Si, auxillary switch S,magnetizing inductance Lm in the primary and resonating inductance Lr .capacitors C,C ncting as resonance çapacitors ap Output capacitor C t the secondary. MOSFET isised as thesnsher and its 
parasitic capacitance nd diodes are alsales de ünalysis, Many topologies that use active clamp circuits in their 

secondary side are developed. The most common topologies 
are AHB with voltage double circuit in secondary and Dual Resonant converter with voltage doubler circuit in the 
secondary. ZCS of power switches can be achieved by using 
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Abstract In this paper, a high voltage gain transfornmerless boost converter is proposed. The voltage gain of the proposed converter is higher than that of the traditional boost and three level boost converters. With appropriate duty cycle, high output voltage can be obtained. The proposed converter have higher conversion ratio. Low voltage stress and current stress across thhe power switch can be achieved. The working principle and the mathematical analysis of the proposed converter are explained. The performance of the presented converter are verified by using MATLAB. 

the size of the filter. But the operating mode of the converter 
structure and the control strategy are very complex (3). 

Many step up converters have been proposed to obtain 
high efliciency and high voltage gain. But this can be achieved 
by increasing the turn's ratio of transformer. Voltage spike 
across the power switch is very high so that the power switch 
gets destroyed. Also, the reverse recovery problem affect the 
efficiency of the converler [4-9]. 

In [10] a coupled inductor type converter is proposed for 
high voltage gain. But it has high voltage spikes because of 
the presence of leakage inductance, thereby it increases the 
voltage stress. Another topology used for high voltage gain is 
achieved through a high conversion ratio bidi 
converter. It uses dc blocking capacitor on the high voltage 
side to reduce the voltage across the transformer. Also to 
reduce output current ripple, it uses current doubler circuit in 
the low voltage side. But it increases the complexity of the 
circuit thereby the cost of the circuit increases. It also 
increases the conduction loss as it has five power switches andd 
hence decrease the efticiency [11]. 

Wai and etal introduces a high efficiency de/de converter 
with high voltage gain. The coupled inductors in the converter 
improves the step up function and efficiency. But the leakage 
inductance introduces high surge voltage. So it may require to 
use high voltage rating devices [12. 

In [13] voltage boosting converter which combines a 

charge pump and a coup 
improves the disadvantages of the traditional boost converter.
In [14] a multi-output topology is introduced. It has several 
output voltages but the cireuit is very complex as many power 
switches have been used. 

Index Terms Boost converter, power switch, voltage gain, voltage stress. 

tional de-dc 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Now a days, switching mode power supply is widely used in the modern power conversion technology. Based on the switching mode power supply, many converter topologies have been proposed. Buck, boost and buck boost convertersare the basic converter topology which has simple structure. The voltage bucking/ boosting converter can regulate output voltage under wide range of input voltage. Other converters 
are developed and modified based on these basic converters. 
As these converters have limited voltage gain and are 
restricted to low or high output voltage for extreme duty cycle. In addition, for high step up applications, semiconductor 
devices have higher losses and thereby decreases the 
efficiency of the converter. Since high rating switching 

d inductor with the tum's ratio. t devices are used. Therefore traditional boost converters are not 
suitable for high step up applications. So many researchers 
have modified these traditional boost converter and developed 
different method to obtain high voltage gain converter. 

A new step up converter has becn developed by applying 
voltage lift technique. These converters have lhigh output 
voltage and better characteristics than traditional converters. 
But have high cost, volume and losses and also the complexity 
of the circuit is high [(2]. Interleaved non isolated high step up 
dc/dc converter has been developed which consists of some 
diode capacitor multiplier cells and two basic boost cells. 
Voltage conversion ratio is enlarged by the presence of DCM 
cells, thereby extreme large duty ratio can be avoided for high 
step up. In addition to that the voltage stress of the switching 
devices is lower than that of the output voltage. Hence lower 
voltage power switches can be employed. As the two basic 
boost cells are controlled by the interleaving method. i.e., 
phase difference between the two PWM signals is 180" and the 
input current can be obtained by the sum of the two inductor 
currents. So the input current ripple is decreased which reduce 

A high voltage gain transformerless boost converter is 
proposed in this paper wlhich has high voltage gain and low 
voltage stress on the power switch. The voltage gain of the 
proposed converter is four times as that of the traditional boost 
converter and twice as high as that of the conventional three 
level boost converter. Moreover, the current stress of the 
switches can be reduced by this topology. The operating 
principle and the mathematical analyses of the proposed 
topology are explained and performance are validated by 
using simulation results. 

II. HIGH VOLTAGE GAIN TRANSFORMERLESS BOOST CONVERTER 

A new transformerless boost converter is obtained by 
inserting an additional inductor to a conventional three level 
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